Brexit - We live in interesting times - Friday June 24th
Whilst political commentary suggested the European Referendum result would be close, pricing in the financial markets
indicated that the Remain Camp would ultimately prevail. The initial volatility seen in the financial markets’ reaction
to the unforecast Brexit vote is therefore unsurprising. Investors have looked for safe havens like gold or UK gilts, with
Sterling and the FTSE being hit.
Whilst the direct real estate market will take time to react, valuers will be caveating end of June valuations and all eyes
will be on the faster moving quoted real estate sector for guidance. Broadly speaking, amongst the biggest real estate
stocks, those with the greatest exposure to London have fallen most heavily, particularly in early trading and those in
other sectors, less so. The impact on the generally smaller, externally managed REITs, has been much less pronounced,
with trading mostly still around NAV. Trading volumes are up on average; perhaps a sign of buyers seeking to exploit short
term opportunities to capitalise on uncertainty.

“We disagree with the PMA Brexit scenario forecasts for prime central London office capital values falling 30-35%. These
capital value drawdowns are significantly predicated on property yield expansion, which is in turn driven by forecasts
that longer-dated gilt yields will move out. We believe that, under Brexit, gilts will continue to be a perceived safe
haven asset, and thus gilt yields will either remain low or compress. Moreover, these PMA capital value forecasts are
also predicated on serious falls in rental values. We also don’t believe this to be as serious a downside risk as PMA do.
While the central London office market is undoubtedly most exposed to the downside risks of Brexit, it’s those sectors
less reliant on financial services occupiers and those geographies away from central London that are likely to be least
affected by Brexit.” - Sam Martin, Head of Research & Strategy - AEW Europe
Whilst quoted markets will find their own level relatively quickly, the slower moving direct market and the uncertainty
the Brexit vote causes around valuations is a potential short term issue for investors and managers in open ended funds.
Our investors may recall that considerable research and development around valuation and pricing best practice for open
ended funds was drafted into the legal documents constituting the AEW UK open ended funds. Over the coming dealing
days our Governance committee, via its pricing subcommittee (on the AEW UK Core Property Fund) will be considering
whether to make any recommendations to the manager regarding the fair price for investors’ capital wishing to enter
or leave the funds.
Both of our open ended funds are experiencing positive cash flow at the current time and our REIT has, on relatively high
volume, continued to trade around NAV post the vote. Our pooled funds are not exposed to Central London offices, the
sector which seems to give quoted investors most concern, and provide a relatively high income return which must be
increasingly in demand.
The uncertainty around what happens next with the UK’s negotiation to exit its EU Membership is likely to prolong caution
from investors and tenants alike. That said the absence of property supply in many of our markets is a positive, and our
tenants continue to negotiate to take leases on our buildings, even on Day One after the unexpected referendum result.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE This is a communication issued by AEW UK Investment Management LLP,
trading as AEW UK (“AEW UK”). It relates to the AEW UK Core Property Fund (the “Fund”).
An investment in the Fund can only be made on the basis of an information memorandum and the Fund
documentation. This communication cannot be relied upon as the basis on which to make a decision to invest
in the Fund. This communication does not constitute an invitation or inducement to subscribe to any particular
investment. It is communicated to you on the basis that AEW UK believes you to be a qualified investor or
a professional investor or any similar status in another state or jurisdiction and thus entitled to receive this
communication. If this is not the case and you have received this document in error, please delete or destroy
and notify AEW UK immediately. This communication is forwarded to you for information purposes only and does

not constitute a personal recommendation. You should seek professional advice before making any investment
decision. The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise. An investor may not
get back the amount of money invested. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. AEW UK
Investment Management LLP believes the information to be correct at the time of writing but does not make
any representation as to the accuracy or completeness of the material and does not accept liability for any loss
arising from the use hereof. It is under no obligation to ensure that updates to the document are brought to
your attention.

